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CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH MRS. MOENCH HAS CHARGE OF THE DORMITORY.

The College is to put in a heating plant; put partitions in parlor; put glass in front doors; enlarge sink in kitchen; where necessary, paint and paper rooms, making general repairs as required; complete the plumbing, having closets put in bath rooms on each floor and dividing the rooms to separate bath room from closets. The College is to make an inventory of all property in the Dormitory.

Mrs. Moench assumes the responsibility of the care of the building, keeping it in repair and replacing or repairing all damaged property belonging to the College. Mrs. Moench is to pay the College 75¢ a month for each person having accommodations in the Dormitory, the charge not to exceed $13 to $15 a month—$13 on the fourth floor, $13 to $14 on the third floor, and $14 to $15 on the second floor, according to the rooms and whether one or two persons occupy the same room. It is understood that the fourth floor will accommodate 16 persons, the third floor 24 to 26 persons, the second floor 24 to 26, making room for 64 to 68 persons.